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Abstract. Digest caches have been proposed as an effective method to
speed up packet classification in network processors. In this paper, we
show that the presence of a large number of small flows and a few large
flows in the Internet has an adverse impact on the performance of these
digest caches. In the Internet, a few large flows transfer a majority of
the packets whereas the contribution of several small flows to the total
number of packets transferred is small. In such a scenario, the LRU
cache replacement policy, which gives maximum priority to the most
recently accessed digest, tends to evict digests belonging to the few large
flows. We propose a new cache management algorithm called Saturating

Priority (SP) which aims at improving the performance of digest caches
in network processors by exploiting the disparity between the number of
flows and the number of packets transferred. Our experimental results
demonstrate that SP performs better than the widely used LRU cache
replacement policy in size constrained caches. Further, we characterize
the misses experienced by flow identifiers in digest caches.

1 Introduction

Network applications such as IP forwarding and packet classification involve
complex lookup operations. These operations have to be performed at wire
speeds and are the bottleneck in achieving faster processing rates in routers [1,
2]. Algorithmic techniques used for packet classification [3, 2] in routers need
large tables and require multiple accesses to main memory. Architectural op-
timizations proposed for speeding up this processing involve caching the data
structures used [1, 4, 5] or caching the results of the lookup [6, 7]. Cache based
methods exploit temporal locality observed in Internet packets. Consequently,
the efficiency of these schemes is dependent on the access characteristics ob-
served in real traces from the Internet. A clear understanding of the cache ac-
cess patterns is important in order to design a cache management policy for such
applications.

Network processors (NPs) [8–10] have emerged as a viable option to imple-
ment network processing applications. The generic architecture of a network
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processor consists of a number of simple in-order cores that perform the data
plane operations [11]. These cores have support for multiple threads aimed at ex-
ploiting packet-level parallelism present in network applications. The cores have
small data and instruction caches to speedup network processing applications.
These caches are of size 2KB to 8KB typically [8, 9, 11].

In digest caching [7], a fixed, smaller length digest is obtained by hashing
the fields used in packet classification. This digest is stored along with the flow
class in a cache. Due to reduced the cache entry sizes, a digest cache of a few
kilobytes is effective in maintaining a higher hit rate than a result cache.

Previous studies propose maintaining the cache entries with the LRU cache
replacement strategy as it performs better than the LFU and probabilistic inser-
tion policies [7]. LRU cache replacement works well in the presence of temporal
locality. Internet flows however exhibit distinct characteristics which may be
used to obtain higher performance from these constrained caches. In the Inter-
net, a large number of flows have a single packet, whereas a small number of
flows have multiple packets and contribute to the majority of the traffic [12].
From a caching perspective, we observe that flows with a single packet do not
exhibit any (temporal) locality and hence it is not beneficial to store such entries
in the digest cache. More importantly, these single packet flows may evict digests
belonging to flows with multiple packets. We propose to exploit this character-
istic of Internet flows to improve the performance of a digest cache by using
a new cache replacement policy called Saturating Priority (SP). Under the SP
cache replacement policy, a new digest entry is inserted in a cache set with the
lowest priority. Its priority increases and reaches the maximum priority as more
accesses are made to it. During cache replacement, the item with the lowest
priority in the set is removed. Such a policy ensures that digests belonging to
single packet flows do not replace multiple packet flow digests. We evaluate the
miss rate with SP and LRU cache replacement policies using real traces collected
from different sites in the Internet. The SP policy outperforms the LRU policy
for all traces and cache sizes considered. For a 512-entry 4-way set associative
cache, it covers 74% of the gap between LRU cache replacement and an oracle
cache replacement policy which places digest entries in the cache only for flows
that contain multiple packets.

Further, we characterize the misses incurred by a LRU managed digest cache
and show that conflict misses are small compared to capacity and cold misses.
This shows that although digest caches can reduce a majority of packet classifi-
cation lookups, the size of the cache has to be substantially increased in order
to reduce the misses to a small fraction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present
the necessary background for digest caches. In Sec. 3, we present the character-
istics of Internet traffic in terms of flow size distribution and describe our Satu-
rating Priority cache replacement algorithm. Sec. 4 deals with the performance
results of the Saturating Priority algorithm. We present the related research
proposals in this area in Sec. 5. Finally we conclude in Sec. 6.



2 Background

In this study, we consider a packet classification application [3] in which a tuple
consisting of the source IP address and port, destination IP address and port
and the protocol field are used to identify packets belonging to a particular
network flow. This 5 tuple, called the flow identifier, is used to map the packets
of a flow to a particular traffic QoS class. This methodology may also be used
in packet forwarding application where the port on which the packet has to be
forwarded is stored along with the flow identifier. In network address translation
(NAT) application, the digest cache can be used to lookup the address translation
information. A digest cache is a generic method for improving the table lookup
rate, a commonly used operation in network processing applications.

Fig. 1. Result cache entry for packet classification

In case of packet classification for IPv4, result caching involves storing the 104
bit 5-tuple along with the QoS or forwarding information of size r bits as shown
in Fig. 1. The memory size required to realize such a cache with sufficiently high
hit rate could be large due to the large size of the entries. A recent proposal has
been to use a smaller digest of the 5-tuple instead of the actual values in the
fields [7].

2.1 Operation of a Digest Cache

Fig. 2. Accessing an entry in a 4-way set associative digest cache

We now describe the operation of the digest cache which was presented by
Chang et al. [7]. In case of packet classification, a digest cache works by using a



hashing algorithm on the 104-bit 5 tuple to generate a 32-bit hash 3. The least
significant s bits are used to index into a set associative cache of 2s sets. The
remaining (32 − s) bits of the hash are used for tag check, after which a cache
hit or miss is known. Each cache block stores the r-bit result which is either
the classification information or the forwarding information, depending on the
application, for which the digest cache is used. Each cache block stores the result
of only one tuple as spatial locality is low in these applications. In case of a miss,
the processing proceeds by using a full classification algorithm. The digest that
missed in the cache replaces another entry in the set using a cache eviction policy
that chooses the victim. Steps involved in accessing a digest cache are shown in
Fig. 2.

The digest cache acts as a filter, servicing the frequently accessed digests.
Only those packets whose digests miss, go through the slower packet classification
algorithm. A higher hit rate in the digest cache is critical for higher classification
rates as it decreases the number of packets going through the slower packet
classification step [5].

Each entry in the digest cache consists of a tag of (32− s) bits and r bits of
classification information. Thus the total size of a digest cache with 2s sets and
k blocks per set (associativity) is

Digest Cache Size =
((32 − s + r) ∗ 2s

∗ k)

8
bytes (1)

The size of a cache with different number of entries and associativities are shown
in Table 1. Here, we assumed that 1 byte IP lookup or classification information
is stored along with the digest. This is sufficient for various diff serve classes for
which classification has to be performed.

Table 1. Cache sizes for different number of entries and associativities

Entries 4-way assoc. 8-way assoc.

512 2112 bytes 2176 bytes
1024 4096 bytes 4224 bytes
2048 7936 bytes 8192 bytes

The IXP 2400 has 2560 bytes of local memory, a 16 entry content accessible
memory and a hash unit that may be used to implement a digest cache under
software control [8]. The CAM supports LRU replacement. However, we show
that using a different cache replacement policy could improve the performance
of the cache. The local cache in each processing core of an NP is small, around
2KB. In this study, we consider the performance of digest caches in a network
processor environment and consider cache sizes up to 8KB.

3 NPs such as the IXP2400 and IBM PowerNP have a hash unit which may be used
to compute the digest.



3 Improving the Performance of Digest Caches

Li et al., [6] evaluate digest caches with different associativities, hash functions
and cache management policies. They propose a probabilistic insertion policy
which only partially addresses the problem of the presence of large number of
flows. The benefit of this algorithm is comparable to the LRU replacement policy.
In fact, the probabilistic replacement policy and LFU replacement policies have
a higher miss rate than the LRU cache replacement with two of the edge traces
that they considered. On the other hand, we first study the distribution of flow
lengths in the Internet and their effect on LRU cache replacement. The number
of flows in the Internet, their lengths and rates influences the performance of the
digest cache. We then propose SP cache replacement policy which exploits the
widely observed disparity in flow sizes to find cache entries for replacement.

3.1 Flow Length Distribution in the Internet

An Internet packet flow is considered active from the time it sends the first
packet until it is idle, i.e, it does not send a packet, for 1 second. A similar
definition is used in [12]4. Flow length is defined as the number of packets sent
when a flow is active. The traces from [13] that we use in our study are shown in
Table 2. Only Abilene trace has packets that are in both directions5. However we
show that irrespective of the direction of the flow of packets, there is a disparity
in the flow lengths and the number of packets transferred by these flows.

Table 2. Traces from the Internet used in this study

Trace (Label) Type Trace Direction Files

Abilene Indianapolis Abilene
Core Bidirectional

I2K-1091235140-1.erf.gz to
router (Abilene) I2K-1091308171-2.erf.gz

National Center for Atmospheric
Edge Unidirectional

20031229-223500.gz to
Research (NCAR) 20031229-221000.gz

Front Range Gigapop (FRG) Edge Unidirectional
FRG-1133754905-1.tsh.gz to
FRG-1133818534-1.tsh.gz

Pittsburgh Supercomputing
Edge Unidirectional

PSC-1145580225-1.tsh.gz to
Center (PSC) PSC-1145742328-1.tsh.gz

San Diego Supercomputer Center
Edge Unidirectional

SDA-1141865872.erf.gz to
to Abilene connection (SDA) SDA-1142027975.erf.gz

For the three traces, Abilene, NCAR and SDA, Fig. 3 shows the cumulative
percentage of flows having packets less than the value on the x-axis. The graph

4 In [12], the authors use a time out of 60 seconds. Even with a time out of 1 second,
there are about 6000 concurrent flows in all our traces. This is more than the number
of entries in the digest cache.

5 The packets were merged according to their timestamp to obtain a proper interleav-
ing of the packets as seen by the router.



also shows the cumulative percentage of the packets that are transferred by
these flows. These traces have 3.1 million, 15.4 million and 4.4 million flows
respectively. In NCAR trace, more than 95% of the flows have only a single
packet. Abilene and SDA traces have 58% single packet flows. Fig. 3 also shows
the cumulative percentage of the traffic (in terms of packets) contributed by
flows of different sizes. It can be seen that, irrespective of the direction of the
traces, single packet flows, which are a significant part of the total number of
flows, contribute less than 6% of the packets transferred in Abilene and SDA
traces. In NCAR trace, single packet flows transfer 25% of the total packets.
Less than 0.2% of the flows have more than 1000 packets, but they transfer 52%
of the packets on an average. Thus Internet traffic exhibits the phenomenon of
mass-count disparity [14], i.e. a few important flows transfer a significant number
of packets. From the above observations, we see that a large number of flows in
the Internet have only a single packet. These flows get entries into the digest
cache, but will never be accessed again. Presence of a large number of such flows
has a detrimental effect on the performance of the digest cache as they tend to
evict the digests of few flows that contain a large number of packets.
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(a) Abilene trace
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(c) SDA trace

Fig. 3. Disparity in the flow lengths and packets transferred

3.2 A New Replacement Algorithm for Digest Caches

The above observations provide an insight into the functioning of the digest
cache in a network processor. The cache has to service a large number of flows,
but only a small fraction of the flows have multiple packets that are accessed
again. From Fig. 3, we infer that the cache replacement policy of a digest cache
must strive to retain the digests belonging to large flows within the cache while
preventing the single packet flows from occupying entries in the cache.

Given the large number of single packet flows in the Internet and the small
cache size, an LRU managed digest cache may suffer from degraded performance
due to cache pollution. Previous studies using digest caches used LRU cache
replacement strategy as it performed better than LFU and probabilistic insertion
policies [6, 7]. LRU cache management gives preference to the most recently
accessed entry in the set and puts it in the most-recently-used (MRU) location. In
case of network processing applications, the most recently accessed digest usually



belongs to a single packet flow and it will never be accessed again. But such
digests stay in the cache until they are slowly pushed out by the LRU replacement
algorithm. This suggests that LRU may not be the best cache management
policy.

In order to overcome this effect, we propose a Saturating Priority cache
replacement policy that exploits the disparity between the number of flows and
the residency of the digests in the cache. Each entry in a set has a priority that
increases each time the entry is accessed, until it reaches a maximum value.
Further accesses to the same entry do not increase its priority. Whenever an
entry with a lower priority is accessed, it swaps its priority with an entry that
has the next higher precedence. A new entry is added to a set with the least
priority, after evicting the item with the lowest priority.

Fig. 4. Saturating Priority cache replacement policy

Fig. 4 illustrates the change in priorities of the entries in a 4-way set associa-
tive set. The set initially contains the digests marked a,b,c and d. Their priorities
are also marked in the figure. Here, a larger number signifies a higher priority.
When digest d is accessed two times, it swaps its priority with digests c and b

respectively. It thus has a priority of 3. The priority of digests b and c decrease.
Digest c now has the lowest priority in the set. As a result, the miss caused by
digest e evicts digest c from the cache. The last access in the sequence, access
to digest a, does not increase its priority as it has already got the maximum
priority.

SP cache replacement evicts any entry that was brought into the cache, but is
not subsequently accessed. Entries that are accessed only a few times are likely
to be evicted. Also in a digest cache, entries are accessed a number of times
when the a flow is active, but the accesses stop when the flows end. The cache
replacement policy proactively removes such entries as their priority decreases
rapidly.

SP scheme can be implemented in a d way associative cache by maintaining
two log

2
(d) bit pointers per cache entry, which point to cache entries with imme-

diately higher and lower priority. When the priority of an element changes, the
pointers in the (at most four) affected cache entries can be updated in parallel.



4 Performance Evaluation

As mentioned in Sec. 1, IP lookup or packet classification is the bottleneck in
achieving higher processing rates in routers [1, 2]. By reducing the miss rate of
digest caches, higher processing rates can be achieved as the packets are pro-
cessed from the cache entries instead of the slower off-chip memory. We therefore
compare the miss rate of SP scheme with that of the widely used LRU scheme.
In order to understand the maximum improvement in performance of the digest
cache that is possible by preventing the detrimental effect of single packet flows,
we implemented an oracle cache management policy that inserts a digest into
the cache only when it has more than one access in a window of 10,000 accesses
in the future. The cache entries are managed with a LRU policy. We call this
PRED policy as a simple predictor may be able to predict single packet flows
reasonably well.

We consider cache sizes ranging from 2KB to 8KB because as explained in
Sec. 1 these are the typical memory sizes available in network processors to
implement digest caches. 32-bits from the MD5 hash of the flow identifier is
used to obtain the digest. The cache sizes for different configurations are shown
in Table 1.

(a) 512 entries, 4-way set (b) 1024 entries, 4-way set (c) 2048 entries, 4-way set

Fig. 5. Normalized misses for a 4-way associative digest cache

For the traces listed in Table 2 Fig. 5 shows the percentage of misses with SP
and PRED replacement policies. The misses are normalized wrt. misses incurred
with LRU replacement for 4-way set associative caches. The SP policy performs
better than the LRU cache replacement policy in terms of miss rates for all 4-
way set associative caches. As expected, the PRED cache management policy
has lower miss rate than the other two policies.

Table 3 shows the miss rates for LRU and SP policies for 4-way and 8-way
associative caches. We see that for almost all the configurations, SP replacement
for a 4-way set associative cache has a lower miss rate than LRU replacement for
a 8-way set associative cache. In SP cache replacement, the maximum priority
that an element can get is equal to its set associativity. An element that attains
higher priority occupies the cache for a longer duration before it is evicted from



Table 3. Cache miss rates with SP and LRU policies

Trace
512 Entries 1024 Entries 2048 Entries

4 way 8 way 4 way 8 way 4 way 8 way
LRU SP LRU SP LRU SP LRU SP LRU SP LRU SP

Abil. 32.6% 32.5% 32.2% 32.8% 29.3% 27.5% 29.1% 26.7% 24.9% 22.2% 24.7% 21.3%
FRG 18.6% 16.1% 18.2% 15.3% 11.9% 10.5% 11.0% 9.8% 7.4% 7.0% 6.7% 6.7%
NCA. 42.1% 34.5% 42.1% 32.8% 35.4% 29.6% 34.6% 28.4% 29.7% 27.3% 28.6% 27.2%
PSC 20.8% 17.9% 19.9% 16.9% 13.0% 11.8% 11.8% 11.1% 8.2% 8.1% 7.4% 8.1%
SDA 49.8% 49.4% 49.1% 50.0% 40.2% 37.9% 39.2% 37.6% 29.7% 26.8% 28.9% 25.8%

the set. As a result, when a flow becomes inactive, it takes longer to be evicted
from the cache. This explains the low reduction in miss rate with SP policy for
caches with higher associativity.

(a) 512 entries, 4-way set (b) 1024 entries, 4-way set (c) 2048 entries, 4-way set

Fig. 6. Miss rate improvement over LRU replacement for 4-way assoc. caches with SP
and PRED policies

Fig. 6 shows the improvement in miss rate over LRU scheme for 4-way set as-
sociative caches with SP and PRED cache replacement. The NCAR trace shows
18% improvement in miss rate for a 512-entry cache and 8% improvement for a
2048-entry cache. For a 512-entry cache, with the FRG, NCAR and PSC traces,
SP covers more than 74% of the gap between the LRU and PRED cache man-
agement policy. Even for higher cache sizes, SP covers substantial gap between
LRU and PRED replacement. With the PSC trace, SP cache replacement does
not show much improvement with large caches, however the miss rate for this
trace is already low. For a 512-entry cache with the SDA trace, SP replace-
ment policy has a small improvement over LRU replacement policy. But it has
10% improvement over LRU replacement policy for a 2048-entry cache, covering
41% of the gap between LRU and PRED policies. For 512-entry and 1024-entry
caches, SP shows more than 10% miss rate improvement of an average whereas
for a 2048-entry cache, the average improvement is 7.08%.



With a 2048-entry cache, the PSC trace with SP cache replacement shows
a slightly higher miss rate of 8.1% compared to LRU cache replacement with
a miss rate of 7.4%. We observe that with this cache size, the PSC trace has
insignificant capacity misses (refer Fig. 7). In this case, the SP cache replacement
policy that evicts the most recently accessed digests incurs slightly higher misses
as the digests are removed before their priority can increase. But with smaller
caches such as those seen in NPs, SP policy has lower miss rate than LRU cache
replacement.

We see that the Abilene, NCAR and SDA traces suffer more than 13% miss
rate even for a 2048-entry cache with LRU cache replacement. In order to un-
derstand the reason for this, we classified the misses in a LRU managed cache as
cold, capacity and conflict misses. Misses due to accesses that were not present
in a window of previous 10,000 accesses are classified as cold misses. We used
this definition of cold misses because when network flows stop, their digests are
evicted from the cache. When a packet with the same digest is seen next, it
is considered a new flow. Accesses to digests that are present in the window
of previous 10,000 accesses but not in a fully associative cache are classified as
capacity misses. Conflict misses are those which occur when a set associative
cache is used instead of a fully associative cache of the same size.

(a) 512 entries, 4-way set (b) 1024 entries, 4-way set (c) 2048 entries, 4-way set

Fig. 7. Types of misses in digest caches

Conflict misses may be reduced by using a better cache placement and man-
agement policy. From Fig. 7 we observe that for a 1024-entry, 4-way set associa-
tive digest cache less than 10% of the misses are due to cache conflicts in case of
Abilene, NCAR and SDA traces. Traces that already have a high hit rate, such
as FRG and PSC, have about 25% conflict misses. This observation shows that
the cold and capacity misses dominate the misses in a digest cache. As expected,
for larger caches, the ratio of capacity misses decreases but the number of cold
misses does not decrease. This is mainly because of the large number of small
flows (refer Fig. 3). As a result, continuously increasing the cache size leads to
small improvements in performance. Instead, it may be worthwhile to use better
algorithmic or data structure caching approaches to improve the hit rate.



5 Related Work

Zhang et al. [12] use traces from different locations in the core and edge of the
Internet to study the characteristics of Internet traffic flows. Disparity in the
flow lengths is shown to be more drastic than the disparity in the rate of the
flows. They also show that there is a correlation between the size of the flow and
its rate. This disparity in the number of packets present in a few flows inspired
us to propose a new cache management scheme for digest caches.

Feitelson [14] proposed metrics to quantify mass-count disparity, a phenomenon
seen in a number of computer applications such as network traffic, job time dis-
tribution in operating systems, file size distribution. In [15], Feitelson et al. use
the same phenomenon to design a filter for identifying and retaining common
addresses in a direct mapped cache L1 cache of a superscalar processor. Since
a few addresses are accessed a large number of times, the authors show that a
randomly chosen reference to the cache belongs to an address that is accessed
many times.

Mudigonda et al. [4] propose the use of caches for data structures used in
network processing applications as it benefits a large number of such programs.
Similarly, Gopalan et al. [5], propose an intelligent mapping scheme to reduce
conflict misses in IP lookup data structure caches and to enable frequent updates
of the routing table. On the other hand, we exploit the traffic patterns observed
in real traces to improve the effectiveness of small digest caches for packet clas-
sification application. The insight gained from the traffic patterns can also be
applied to data structure caches. We leave this to future work.

Qureshi et al. [16] propose a LRU insertion policy (LIP) for L2 caches in
general purpose processors which, like SP, inserts the cache lines in the least
recently used location in the set instead of the MRU location. Lines are moved
to the MRU location in case they are accessed in the LRU location whereas
the SP policy allows the cache entries to slowly percolate to the MRU position.
LIP is aimed at applications that have a larger working set than the cache size.
For applications that have a cyclic reference pattern, it prevents thrashing of the
cache by retaining some entries in the cache so that they contribute to cache hits.
On the other hand, we observe that the large disparity in the flow sizes in the
internet leads to poor performance of LRU managed result caches in network
applications. In SP, the priorities are managed such that cache replacement
policy can recognize digests belonging to large flows.

6 Conclusions

Digest caches provide an effective mechanism to reduce the number of expen-
sive off-chip lookups. However, they suffer from poor performance due to the
large number of single packet flows in the Internet. We proposed a new cache
replacement policy, called Saturating Priority, that overcomes the detrimental
effects of these flows on the performance of digest caches. This policy performs
better the widely used the LRU cache replacement policy for space constrained



caches. We showed that Saturating Priority covers nearly three fourth of the gap
between the LRU cache replacement and the oracle cache replacement policy,
which places an entry in the cache only when there are multiple packets in the
flow. Further, we showed that the majority of the misses in a digest are cold
misses. This emphasizes the need for algorithmic innovations to improve packet
classification performance.
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